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working on creating a fresh, interactive curriculum to weave into elementary education in Texas schools.
In the months between then and
now, TCP has been developing exciting, interactive and applicable material for classrooms.
Leigha Pate, Ed.D., a teacher at Plainview ISD and education contractor
for TCP, works alongside Dast in developing TEKS-aligned science curriculum and facilitating education workshops for teachers across the state.
Early in the spring, TCP developed
alternatives for the in-person workshops to be flexible, yet still effective
in light of the pandemic. As teachers quickly maneuvered to distance
learning for their own classrooms,
TCP adjusted the workshop structure
for teachers and highlighted how this
ready-to-use curriculum could be a
piece to the online puzzle of remote
learning for students.
“We had to adapt an in-person experience for teachers to be effective
virtually and have also had to think
ahead as to what classroom learning
may look like for the fall,” Dast says.
“We are adapting lessons to be more
virtual-learning friendly and providing tips for teachers in each of our
workshops on how they can use our
curriculum if they are not in the traditional classroom.”

the

Providing for the future of Texas is
easier done when everyone is on the
same page. This is why one of the
main pillars of Texas Corn Producers (TCP) is education. Beyond continuing education for agriculturists,
these efforts help consumers brush
a few layers of dust off farm misconceptions, which builds relationships,
trust and transparency around the
sources we all depend on. Recent efforts from TCP are helping students
get a farm experience without having
them invest in a pair of mud boots
quite yet.
Steven Yoder, a farmer from Dalhart,
Texas, and the advertising, promotion
and education committee chairman for
TCP, explains the board’s intention behind investing in education.
“Planting a foundation of agricultural knowledge is an important part
of helping future generations of young
Texans understand their role in getting food on their plate at dinner
time and even beyond in their lives,”
Yoder says. “This is the first step in
building an open dialogue about the
importance of a domestic food supply,
sound farm policy, conservation and
agriculture’s role in contributing to
our society.”
Since starting her position in early January, TCP Education Director
Hannah Dast dove headfirst into
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CORNer Comments

David Gibson
TCPB Executive Director
TCPA Exec. Vice President
Just when you think you’ve seen everything that can affect the profitability
of your farm, along comes a virus that
impacted the health of many, jobs inside
and outside of agriculture, markets of
all commodities, and lifestyles for all.

Robert Gordon
TCPB Chairman
Dalhart, Texas
To say the first seven months of the
new decade has been easy would be
the furthest from the truth. In almost
every aspect out of our control, producers have faced adversity. It started with volatile markets tacked onto
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The Texas Corn Producers (TCP)
office did not escape the virus, as several employees contracted the disease
– fortunately, all recovered. However, it has changed some of the ways
we operate. This is indicative of the
new world we are doing business in.
Days are filled with conference calls,
video conferences, virtual field days,
etc. We are moving to provide more
information through electronic media
to growers and the general public. I
encourage you to visit our website
and signup for newsletters so we can
send pertinent information to you in
a very timely manner.
We will be holding monthly events
highlighting the research, education
and promotion efforts we are funding
for corn growers. These events will
feature the marketing groups we are
members of such as the U.S. Grains
Council that promotes corn ethanol
and DDG sales around the world, the
U.S. Meat Export Federation that
promotes beef and pork sales around
the world, and the U.S. Poultry and
Egg Export Coucil that promotes the

sales of the poultry and egg industry
all over the world.
Other highlighted programs will
include the leadership programs we
support. Currently, we are taking
applications for our Leadership, Activism, Networking and Development
(LAND) program, which is for young
couples involved in the production of
corn. This is a three-day program
where leadership and communications skills are taught. Through this
program, we have identified many
emerging leaders that now serve on
our board, other state boards and on
state and national committees that
provide input on many key agricultural issues.
Additionally, the work of the Texas
Corn Producers Association is highlighted in these events covering a
variety of efforts such as farm bill,
regulatory items, water quantity and
quality issues, and property rights.
Again, I encourage you to visit our
website www.TexasCorn.org to sign
up for notifications of these events.

extreme drought. If we were lucky
enough to catch rain, it seemed to fall
at the right areas at the wrong time
– lending itself to aflatoxin or hail
damage for some. On top of that, producers are learning what it means to
grow crops in a world that is flipped
upside down due to a pandemic.
Yet, there is light at the end of the
tunnel. After all, we would not be
farmers if we were not optimists. If
farmers keep their heads up, they
find opportunities to take advantage
of programs and funds.
Programs like Coronavirus Food
Assistance Program (CFAP) and
Paycheck Protection Plans (PPP)
for businesses are helping farmers
survive the cost of coronavirus implications. These are just two of the
major assistance programs available
to farmers and their businesses. The
Texas Corn Producers Board (TCPB)
website, TexasCorn.org, gives an indepth look at relief efforts for producers and will be a helpful resource for
sorting through the available options.

TCPB is committed to ensuring
producers stay current so the next
best decision is consistently made on
your operation. We know you have information coming at you from many
different mediums – and sometimes
even with mixed messages. TCPB is
working to help sort through the everchanging information so you have
the resources and details you need to
best serve your farm. As you remain
committed to keeping food and fiber
supplies in this country, we remain
committed to growing opportunities
for producers.
This is a time of hardship – but this
does not have to be a time of lull. This
switch in our lives is a great opportunity to sink your teeth into what is
available. There is always something
on the horizon for those who are interested in learning more. I encourage you to explore the learning opportunities at TexasCorn.org and stay
on the lookout for both in-person and
virtual events in the coming months.
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Corn Conversations launches new opportuntiy
Future of Fumonisin|Growing Minds

Texas Corn Producers (TCP) is excited to have launched “Corn Conversations” – an opportunity to keep up
with the different irons the organization has in the fire. Corn Conversations has offered participants the
opportunity to to listen, learn and
join in on virtual discussions with experts about TCP’s efforts through the
checkoff and association. This two-sided platform has allowed for consumers and farmers alike to gain a deeper
understanding to where the focus on
corn promotion, research, advocation
and education is allocated.
These free virtual meetings are designed to offer participants access to
listen to informative industry specialists, researchers and professionals
talk on the status of their efforts to
progress the agriculture industry on
farmers’ behalf. Without leaving the
comfort of their tractor cab, farmers
were able to stay current with their
investment in the association.
Bryce White, the TCP producer relations director, talked about the benefits of making these conversations
accessible to farmers.
“Corn Conversations is an interactive way to learn more about what
Texas Corn Producers is currently
involved in,” White said. “It allows

producers to continue following the
progress of efforts being made on
their behalf. It can be difficult to
keep up with all the plates spinning
in the industry, but this is an easy
way to check in with where the focus
is in real time.”
This planting season yielded the
first two installments of Corn Conversations. The discussions were focused
on research and education efforts.
The Future of Fumonisin
The first installment brought in
renowned pathologist Ken Obasa,
Ph.D., to talk about his current project’s dive into the effects of bacteria
to control fumonisin in corn in Texas.
In 2019, Obasa began studying the
effects of bacteria to control fumonisin in corn with the intention of finding a new, affordable tool to mitigate
the prevalence and concentration of
fumonisin in grain.
In the conversation, Obasa covered the project rationales and the
research progress over the past
year. He reviewed the weather and
non-weather developments and its
impact on the findings – as environmental conditions can have an impact
on the prevalence of fumonsin. Obasa
also went into the dynamics of his re-

search, discovery tactics, and where
he sees opportunities in the future of
continuing this research.
Growing Minds
The second installment featured one
of the pillars for the state’s checkoff:
education. TCP Executive Director
David Gibson and Education Director
Hannah Dast visited with education
contractor Leigha Pate, Ed.D., about
details inside the exciting activities,
experiments and lessons available for
teachers and students
Pate reviewed the K-5th grade
“Corn in the Classroom” curriculum
and explained the purpose behind
each lesson, the best way to use the
materials and suggested practices for
implementation in the classroom. In
order to work around potential coronavirus scenarios impacting student
education, Pate gave ideas on how to
adapt the resources available for distance education.
Recordings of recent corn conversations are available at TexasCorn.org.
Those who are interested in participating in upcoming discussions can
be on the lookout for upcoming dates
and topics and registration information through TCP’s social channels
and eNews.
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Association News

A note from the President...

Wesley Spurlock
TCPA President
Stratford, Texas
Pressing play from the great
pause our world experienced
months ago has looked different for
everyone. While farmers kept their
essential businesses operating,
the work of amplifying our voices

started to look extremely different
post-social distancing.
A large portion of work done by the
Texas Corn Producers Association
(TCPA) is representing our industry
in government. This year, we added
charting new waters of COVID-19
relief packages on top of navigating
already existing farm policy. It’s imperative that producer concerns are
amplified and addressed in our government systems in a time as severe
as the one we are in.
Each year, we look forward to taking
farmers to D.C. to sit across the desk
from lawmakers and policy writers
twice a year for Corn Congress. This
allows us to personify legislation to our
representatives. While there, we give a
sincere thank-you and appreciation for
their support, as well as a reminder of
the work that is still to be done. This
gathering also yields opportunity to fill
leadership positions through National Corn Growers Association (NCGA)
and set the organization’s stance on upcoming changes in farm policy.

Corn Congress took place online
this year in efforts to maintain the
health of our team members, as well
as our legislators. While it looked different than our typical, we were still
effective in working through the set
agenda. Farmers are stepping up by
integrating Zoom webinars and conference calls from the tractor cab into
their list of proficiencies in farm technology. Because of the resilience and
determination of our producers, our
mission was still accomplished for
this year’s Corn Congress in D.C.
It is not always easy to find the good
in a situation as severe as this one.
However, if there is one group that
will find a way to come out stronger –
it will be farmers. More than ever we
are a united force that is constantly
connected with colleagues around the
globe. I believe watching this happen
in Corn Congress was an example of
what our future can look like if we
choose to keep the glass half-full in
this time of uncertainty.

Association takes corn to Congress
The National Corn Growers Association (NCGA) hosted the annual
summer Corn Congress meeting on
July 15, 2020. Although the delegates
from across the nation were unable
to meet in Washington, D.C., due to
social distancing guidelines, the representatives were still able to cross a
few items of business off the to-do list
from afar.
Texas Corn Producers (TCP) was
represented by board members Joe
Reed of Swisher County, and Robert
Gordon of Hartley County, as delegates
at the most recent Corn Congress.
“It is always easier to get business
done when you are sitting across the
table from someone,” Reed said. “But
we were able to elect new board members, give recognition where it was due
and have productive conversations despite coronavirus implications.”
The newly seated NCGA board
members included Jed Bower of Ohio,
and Brian Thalmann of Minnesota.
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Returning members included Ken
Hartman of Illinois, Brandon Hunnicutt of Nebraska, and Gary Porter
of Missouri. These Corn Board members will begin their stent of service
on Oct. 1.
The meeting’s agenda also included
recognizing Sen. Joni Ernst, R-Iowa, as a recipient for the President’s
Award from NCGA. The President’s
Award is given to a leader who has
worked to advance issues important to corn growers and agriculture.
Ernst sits on the Senate Committee
on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry where she has been a champion for
corn growers by combating the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA)
efforts to undermine the Renewable
Fuel Standard (RFS).
On the regulatory front, delegates
established climate policy positions
to ready themselves for the upcoming election. Among the new positions is the idea that farmers should

be provided market-derived incentives for the results of effort put
toward becoming carbon neutral or
carbon positive.
Other stances support the idea
that the United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA) should take
the lead in carrying out climate programs that involve agriculture and
that farmers should be allowed to
use the most effective and appropriate production practices to meet the
needs of their operations.
Through its active membership in
representation with NCGA, TCPA
works to bring the interests of the
state’s corn farmers to the national
stage. Corn Congress is one such opportunity for Texas delegates to work
alongside corn farmers representing
associations from across the nation to
discuss pertinent issues and topics in
the realm of farm policy and guide the
efforts of the industry nationally.
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Growing the future of Texas through corn curriculum
continued from p. 1

In the workshops, Pate covers the
K-5th grade Corn in the Classroom
curriculum and explains the purpose behind each lesson, the best
way to use the materials, and suggested practices for implementation
in the classroom
Teachers walk away from Corn
in the Classroom workshops armed
with the tools to integrate agriculture into their classrooms, as well as
all the needed materials to carry out
the curriculum. Participants receive
planters, seed, soil and watering supplies, all to take back to their class-

room and give their students an interactive experience, while learning
about corn and agriculture.
Together, Dast and Pate are working with roughly 170 teachers to integrate the corn curriculum in classrooms. This summer, TCP has hosted
eight workshops and two virtual conferences – opening the potential for
more than 8,530 elementary students
to gain hands-on agricultural knowledge through the elementary lessons.
Looking ahead into the next semester’s possibilities, Dast says TCP’s
plans include staying flexible with so-

cial distancing guidelines, as well as
continuing to reach out to educators
in areas of Texas that have not yet
connected with the corn-based curriculum. Dast hopes to continue building strong relationships with educators who can utilize this material to
impact their students.
Learn about how to implement this
curriculum into classrooms in your
community by watching the recorded “Corn Conversations – Growing
Minds” webinar or by accessing the
curriculum at TexasCorn.org.

Texas corn farmers participate in NCGA action teams
Serving on a National Corn Growers Association (NCGA) action team
gives growers the chance to play an
active role in shaping the future of
the industry by bringing a Texan perspective to the national agriculture
footprint. In July, these teams met
virtually to discuss the priorities,
programs and potential of NCGA and
the industry as a whole.
Texas Corn Producers (TCP)
members who applied to be a part
of these teams were selected to volunteer as representatives at the national level to influence the industry
by guiding programs and carrying
out the policies and procedures that
drive NCGA.
The crop diversity and differing climate challenges Texans experience
are often in contrast to what farmers
in the Corn Belt experience. Thus,
Texans offer a unique perspective to
the agricultural policy conversation
at the national level. This year, Texas Corn Producers (TCP) was represented at several action team meetings covering a variety of topics.
Individuals on this year’s teams
were:

•

Lindsey Bowers of Inez
Vice Chairwoman
Member and Consumer
Engagement Action Team
• Hagen Hunt of Plainview
Stewardship Action Team
• Aaron Martinka of
Buckholts
Risk Management and
Transportation Action Team
• Charles Ring of Sinton
Sustainability and Agriculture
Research Action Team
• Chad Wetzel of Sherman
Chairman
Production Technology Access
Action Team.
Martinka’s action team discussions
were focused on Coronavirus Food
Assistance Program (CFAP) and other relief packages for farmers who experienced loss during the pandemic.
“Serving on these teams helps me
stay engaged,” Martinka said. “Action teams keep Texas producers on
the forefront in advocating for agriculture on the national level.”
Martinka explained that margins
are tight for agriculturists across the
nation and in Texas. He said that it

is important for Texas producers to
take steps to ensure that we have a
voice at the table on the national level that expresses Texas producers’
best interests.
On the Production Technology Action Team, Wetzel said their work in
helping gain access to various crop
protection products. Due to pieces of
farm policy, his work focused on helping farmers stay current on regulatory updates.
“We worked on accessibility of drone
technology when it comes to aviation
spraying for pesticides,” Wetzel said.
“There are a ton of advancements in
farm technology in recent years, it is
just not always the easiest to get that
technology into farmers’ hands.”
TCP action team members look forward to their ongoing conversations
on pertinent issues and shaping farm
policy for Texas growers. Team appointments are happening soon. We
encourage TCP members to get involved at the national level through
these teams! To learn more about action team opportunities, contact TCP
Industry Relations Director Angie
Martin at angie@texascorn.org.

To learn more about state & national leadership opportunities, visit:
www.TexasCorn.org.
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COVID-19 resources for farmers
A recap of opportunities available

The resiliency of farmers has been
tested since the turn of the decade due
to the hurdles COVID-19 has placed in
their path. This year’s typical struggles were accompanied by volatile
markets, business shutdowns, stay at
home orders, and trying to catch the
grocery store before the products flew
off the shelves.
Although the past few months have
been flooded with uncertainty, there
has been one constant amidst the chaos – we’re in this together. Whether
it be from the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) or local
farm agencies, farmers are surviving
this period of farm hardship with the
help of others.
From a financial standpoint, farmers were initially offered support
from the Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security (CARES)
Act that established both the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) and
the Economic Injury Disaster Loan
Program (EIDL). Additionally, the
USDA developed further potential
assistance through the Coronavirus
Food Assistance Program (CFAP).
In their own way, each of these programs offered support to farm operations by covering losses in crop revenue, as well as helping keep farm
employees on the payroll.
As these programs were rolled out,
TCP worked to sift through the details and provide pertinent information for farmers and their farm businesses. Working with K-Coe Isom, an
association corporate sponsor, TCP
hosted an informational webinar on
PPP and EIDL with economic experts
to discuss the ins and outs of both
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programs, application process and
For the first time in many Amerimore. The recording of this session is cans’ lives, they walked into grocery
available online at TexasCorn.org.
stores and saw empty shelves and
purchase limits on everyday items.
For many, this pulled the curtain
back on what a life without farmers
would look like. It opened up a dialogue opportunity with consumers
about their food source, how it gets to
the grocery store, and why it was important for farmers to continue working.
For farmers, the time of panic was
filled with intense work. Producers
socially distanced in their tractor
cabs and farms getting seed in the
ground, while working toward filling
others’ plates. To communicate the importance of farmers continuing their
essential business, TCP launched
the “#GrowingTogether” online campaign. More than ever, consumers
wanted to know more about where
their food comes from and TCP saw
this as a chance to answer their questions through social media posts, stories and conversations. The dialogue
aimed to help consumers connect the
As further programs and guide- dots to the value of a strong agricullines developed at the state and tural foundation to providing a qualnational level, TCP gathered in- ity domestic food source. Even at six
formation and made it available to feet apart, there are still opportuniproducers. With agriculture deemed ties to start #GrowingTogether.
“essential,” it has been imperative
Each week has brought new evolvefor farmers to ensure they were do- ments in the economic and physical
ing what they could to keep the work battle with COVID-19. TCP will conenvironment as healthy and safe tinue to make resources and pertias possible – at a time when many nent information available to farmwere working to get their seed in ers as they work to keey their farm
the ground. From social distancing families healthy, and their farm
guidelines to program application businesses thriving. Those seeking
details, information is available on more information on how to navigate
the COVID-19 resources page on the through the pandemic can tune into
TCP site.
these webinars at TexasCorn.org.

Although the
past few months have
been flooded with
uncertainty, there has
been one constant amidst
the chaos
–

we’re in this
together.
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Bragg recogized for going the extra mile
Texas A&M AgriLife agents have
consistently built bridges between
Texas Corn Producers (TCP) and
farmers and ranchers. Their role of
being a resource, host, informant
and responder for the agriculture
community is often understated, but
never underappreciated.
Through an extensive nomination
and selection process, TCP selected
Dallam and Hartley County Extension Agent Mike Bragg as the recipient for the 2020 Outstanding Corn
Agent Award.
Bragg was recognized at the Texas
County Agriculture Agent Association
(TCAAA) annual awards luncheon in
Amarillo, Texas, on July 12, 2020.
He worked closely with agents
across the state to implement educa-

tion efforts, demonstrations, and research projects earned him a spot as
the top agent for this year.
In recent years, the outstanding
agent focused on educating producers on pre-plant decisions, hybrid selection, fertility, weed management,
risk management, marketing, and
water management. Bragg’s expertise in operating farm bill decision
aid tools helped him lend advice and
assistance for navigating the different options available for crop protection plans.
TCP is thankful for the efforts put
forth from all extension agents to
help keep our industry connected. To
learn more about Bragg and his recognition visit TexasCorn.org.

Mike Bragg recognized as the
2020 Outstanding Corn Agent

Ring recognized for support, contributions to agriculture
Charles Ring, a Sinton, Texas,
farmer and longtime board member
of Texas Corn Producers, was recently recognized as the Man of the Year
by the Texas County Agricultural
Agents Association (TCAAA) at its
annual banquet in Amarillo, Texas.
The award is given to individuals
in each of the Texas A&M AgriLife
Extension districts to acknowledge
outstanding leadership in agriculture or agribusiness, as well as their
support of AgriLife Extension’s educational programming efforts.
District 11 honored Ring with this
recognition for his continual support
of AgriLife Extension. He serves
on the Crops Committee and works
with the county dryland corn trials,
as well as the irrigated and dryland
corn trials for the Crop Testing Lab
in College Station.
The breadth of Ring’s commitment
to agriculture is vast. In addition
to this local support of Extension
and state support of TCP, he has
served on the board for the U.S.
Grains Council and chaired the
San Patricio County Groundwater

Conservation District,
as well as been a part of
the Texas State Chemist
Advisory Board, Texas
A&M University College of Agriculture Development Council, and
Texas Agricultural Lifetime Leadership (TALL)
Alumni Association.
“Doing my best by serving in organizations helps
to ensure that the next
generation is prepared to
guide agriculture down
the road of plenty,” Ring
said. “Scholarship, internship and communica- TCP’s Charles Ring recognized as District
tion are key tools to help
11 Man of the Year
make that happen and
my involvement in agriculture helps vious generations have done to make
ensure the future for generations, their life better.”
including my grandchildren. We
Congratulations to Ring for this
open trade, create a strong agricul- tremendous honor and his contintural economy at home and abroad ued support and service to agriculto assure that they grow up without ture from the local level to across
the worry of hunger. I want my chil- the globe.
dren and grandchildren to be proud
of their farm heritage and what pre-
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As the COVID-19 situation is still fluid, there are many events moving
online or being postponed. Visit www.TexasCorn.org for the most up-todate list of industry meetings and other upcoming events.
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